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least 150,000 for each issue of each simple handbill or notice
that is of general application. Fortunately, vernacular
printing is very cheap and it would obviously be extremely
useful if every one of the above-mentioned people and places
had at least one copy of the simple instructions for each
item of our village programme as they are issued.
There is also a demand for a fair quantity of stuff printed
in English to explain things to, inquirers, for the army and
for the press, and to save endless talking and writing.
Care and ingenuity is required in organizing the distribu-
tion of printed publicity material. Otherwise little value
will be got for it. The issue to individuals, offices and
institutions must be so arranged that there are no omissions,
spare copies for distribution and to replace casualties are
wanted, as well as ' repeats' at reasonable intervals.
Batches of material are required for fairs, and all kinds of
meetings. At such places as post offices, railway booking
halls, and offices they should if possible be strung up in
batches for people to ' please take one '. Here, of course,
replacements must be arranged. Then there are innumer-
able places, such as markets, roadside halts, sarais, churches,
and other religious meeting-places, where, by arrangement,
our notices can probably be posted in sheltered spots.
Replacements here require particular attention.
Rural Reconstruction should have a universal application
and a universal appeal and the details of how the people can
improve their ways of living should be universally known.
The efficient distribution of literature, the extension of its
scope and the improvement of its organization, therefore, is
a problem demanding continuous attention from all persons
and organizations concerned with Rural Reconstruction.1
1 The Officers' Board and the Dehat Sudhav Committee are
particularly responsible for this work. See pp. 195, 197.

